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PURPOSE

• To understand what is missing in the current shortened review forms and the best 

way to assess that information.

• To get customer feedback around the best way to ask special shoes-related 

questions:

• Dropdown vs. fill-in-the-blanks vs. Radio button/image vs. Multiple choice

• Exact number vs. range

• Collapsible vs. non-collapsible sections
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METHODS

Study Details
• Unmoderated usability study via UserTesting.com

• Desktop and Mobile users

• Macy’s vs. Competitor – DSW, Nordstrom, Aldo, Zappos 

(Counterbalanced)

• Product chosen - boots - is the most complicated product 

to review, as it consists of many layers (e.g., shoe size, 

length, width).

• Study Steps:

• Complete review forms for Macy’s and Competitor 

product.

• Provide feedback around with experience with review 

form.

• Macy’s vs. Competitor review layout and preferences.
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Participants
• n=58 (n=30 on Mobile, n=30 on Desktop)

• All females

• 18-65+

• Shopped online in the past 3 months

• Shopped on Macys.com in the past 3 months

• Shopped on the competitor’s site in the past 3 months

• Reads reviews when buying products

• Must have a Macys.com online account

• Must have an account on competitor’s site

• Shopped the items before on Macy’s website

Note: Due to the required signed-in experience for some of the review forms, I was not able to get enough participants 

across all competitors. The study will continue to run, and the deck will be updated accordingly.



EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Participants
n=58 (n=30 on Mobile, n=30 on Desktop)

Session Dates
July 21, 2019-Ongoing

Platform
Unmoderated usability study via UserTesting.com
Mobile & Desktop Users

Study Goals
• To understand what is missing in the current shortened 

review forms and the best way to assess that information.
• To get customer feedback around the best way to ask special 

shoes-related questions:
• Dropdown vs. fill-in-the-blanks vs. Radio button/image vs. 

Multiple choice
• Exact number vs. range
• Collapsible vs. non-collapsible sections

Summary of Findings
• Customers like the short Macy’s review form, but find it 

missing important information about shoes that will help 

them make an informed purchasing decision.

• Customers would like to see questions that address:

• Comfort

• Fit

• Width

• Calf Size

• They want these questions to be asked on a 5-point rating 

scale.
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DETAILED FINDINGS
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MACY’S VS. COMPETITOR: 
CUSTOMER FEEDBACK ON 
REVIEW FORM
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REVIEW FORM ON MOBILE

Nordstrom
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ZapposMacy’s AldoDSWvs.



REVIEW FORM ON DESKTOP

Nordstrom
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Zappos

Macy’s

Aldo
DSWvs.



KPI RATINGS FOR MOBILE AND DESKTOP
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Macy’s DSW Nordstrom Aldo Zappos

Ease of Use 8.82 9.80 9.67
Not enough 

participants

Not enough 

participants

Likely to Write 

Review
6.36 5.00 7.83

Not enough 

participants

Not enough 

participants

Visual Appeal 6.82 7.80 7.00
Not enough 

participants

Not enough 

participants

Desktop:

Macy’s DSW Nordstrom Aldo Zappos

Ease of Use 7.00 7.67 8.40
Not enough 

participants

Not enough 

participants

Likely to Write 

Review
5.55 6.67 6.20

Not enough 

participants

Not enough 

participants

Visual Appeal 6.27 5.33 6.80
Not enough 

participants

Not enough 

participants

Mobile:

Scale 1-10. Ease of Use and Visual Appeal (1-Strongly disagree, 10-Strongly agree), Likelihood to Use (1-Not At All Likely, 10-Very Likely)

Note: Data subject to change as more participants complete the study.
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WHEN SHOPPING FOR BOOTS, CUSTOMERS LOOK FOR 

INFORMATION AROUND COMFORT, FIT, WIDTH, AND CALF 

SIZE.
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Likes Dislikes

Macy’s

• Short review form.

• Size, width, arch support sliders useful.

• Fit sliders, star rating, and text review.

• Easy and simple to navigate.

• Fields felt like they were required.

• Nickname, Review title are useless/not important

• No photo upload.

• Sliders confusing.

• Product recommendation question unnecessary.

• No questions around age of customer.

• Form simple and easy to fill out.

• Specific information about shoes – star rating, fit, width, 

comfort, and text review.

• Seems somewhat long.

• Recommend DSW question unnecessary (star rating would 

cover it).

Nordstrom

• Form short and easy to complete.

• Specific information about shoes – width, fit, customer photo.

• Clean and organized.

• Review viewable without having to scroll (on Desktop).

• Provides incentive for writing review.

• Review titles are useless/not important.

Aldo

• Star rating, title, and text review most important.

• Can write a review anonymously.

• Color scheme simple and elegant.

• Width, length, calf size questions.

• “Tell us about yourself”, email, nickname, gender questions 

unnecessary.

• Form feels too long.

• Form appears as a pop-up.

• Length and width questions weren’t optional.

• No questions around age of customer.

Zappos

• Fit questions, star ratings, photo upload important.

• Form split into sections.

• Certain information is optional.

• Too boxy.

• Asked for name and location.

• No information around age range.



The most important information for me was the 

ability to rate Fit, Width, stars, [and] text-based 

feedback…because that's the exact information 

I'd want to share as a consumer or to know as a 

considering shopper.

-sparklemotion
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MOST CUSTOMERS LIKE THE MAIN FIT QUESTIONS 

TO BE PRESENTED AS RATING SCALES.
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“The scale is good (5-point) 

because it's what is typically 

used and not too daunting like 

10-point scales can be.” -
JavaCoffeeCaffeineMe

5-point rating scale questions on DSW:

5-point rating scale questions on Nordstrom:

• Zappos, customers who saw 

the questions as a 

dropdown, felt that viewing 

the options was more 

important than anything else.

Some of the fit questions on Zappos:



FEEDBACK AROUND 
REVIEWS LAYOUT
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REVIEWS LAYOUT ON MOBILE

Nordstrom
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ZapposMacy’s AldoDSWvs.



REVIEWS LAYOUT ON DESKTOP
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vs.
Nordstrom

Zappos

Macy’s

Aldo

DSW



CUSTOMER OVERALL FEEDBACK AROUND THE 

LAYOUT OF REVIEWS:
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Likes Dislikes

Macy’s

• True to size slider visual (better than Nordstrom).

• Ability to rate helpfulness of review.

• More visually attractive (on Desktop).

• Single fit slider confusing (DSW, Aldo, and Zappos 

has three).

• Fit information not as elaborate.

• Red is a bit too aggressive (on Mobile).

• Three fit sliders - fit, width, comfort.

• Summarizes the main information clearly.

• Can understand the major information by scanning 

it.

• None.

Nordstrom

• Organized and aligned to left of screen (on 

Desktop).

• Clean and provides more information.

• Too text-heavy.

• Fit information difficult to see on review.

Aldo
• Three fit sliders - sizing, width, calf width.

• Easy to skim review.

• “Wear it for” doesn’t matter.

Zappos

• Three fit sliders.

• UI more visually appealing.

• Provides more details around fit of shoes.

• Easy to skim information.

• “Review for Points” messaging unnecessary.



I like DSW’s format better because it provided 

more summary detail in a format that is easy to 

visibly read without reading all the details of the 

written reviews. I also like that the date of the 

review is provided.

-drp1908
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RECOMMENDATION
S
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RECOMMENDATIONS

• Review Form Questions

• Include shoes-specific questions that highlight comfort as a five-point rating scale:

• Comfort

• Fit

• Width

• Calf Size

• Review Layout

• Align the review to the left.

• Allow the review to be scannable for the most important information.

• Visually present the three comfort sliders for each review - fit, width, calf size.
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APPENDIX
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OTHER FINDINGS

• Other information customers look for when purchasing shoes includes:
• Length of time since purchase

• Durability of shoe

• Comfort at single wear
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THANK YOU
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